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Editor’s Note: Shakespeare as an enter-
tainer gave us insight to a culture. If he
had been just an historian listing facts,
we would never have been interested.
Librarians often are in a didactic
situation where considering Shake-
speare might be useful.

Introduction

The health sciences librarian as
scientific entertainer encourages
students to be authors in scientific
journals. In this role, we teach basic
and contemporary authors culture
accompanied by the famous figure
of William Shakespeare.

University hospitals create, apply,
and share knowledge and innova-
tion. As such, they have three main
roles: caring for patients, teaching,
and doing research. Health sciences
librarians (HSLs) are transverse
supporting units in the institution,
embedded in the ‘‘virtuous circle’’
of scientific publishing that leads to
more research that leads to more
publishing (Figure 1). HSLs not only
provide high-quality information to
researchers, but also promote
knowledge creation and diffusion
through publication.

The librarian is a go-between in
the scientific community, located
between the information and the
production of knowledge. A sys-
tematic literature review of 1990 to
2012 identified new roles such as
the embedded librarian, with two
prominent types: the liaison role
and the informationist role [1]. The
embedded librarian as advisor and
supporter to the institution’s re-
search is described as being in-
volved in the process of publishing
scientific papers, distributing them,
keeping the research data, and
managing their visibility and im-
pact [2, 3].

Publications in scientific journals
from hospitals have been falling in
recent years, arguably because of
the social and political context of

economic crisis and the consequent
increase in workload, resulting in
changes in priorities.

The University Hospital of Mos-
toles in Spain is a second-level
general hospital with a very active
clinical practice. It is a teaching
hospital for specializing postgrad-
uates and, at present, has 159
residents in 25 different specialties.
Furthermore, pregraduate medical
students and medical postgradu-
ates work in the hospital.

The library with its teaching role
and the librarian as research in-
formationist have an opportunity
to strengthen the scientific publi-
cation culture of the undergradu-
ate and postgraduate trainee as
well as the existing hospital staff.
To exploit this opportunity and
improve research output, we cre-
ated an introduction to the basic
and contemporary culture of the
scientific author.

Purpose

The objective was to create a
program to encourage students
to publish and to be authors in
scientific journals. There are three
specific objectives:
& To create the curiosity necessary
to facilitate students’ learning and
motivation to be scientific authors,
using the interest generated by a
famous historical figure, Shake-
speare
& To acquire a basic culture of the
scientific author as an inherent role
in health professionals’ lives
& To get the maximum curricular
return value from participation
and work in research

Methods

The structure of the learning ses-
sions was ‘‘five Ws and one H’’
(why, who, where, what, when, and
how) to answer the basic questions
concerning science authors. Shake-
speare is one of the most important
English writers (according to the
‘‘Stratfordians,’’ who do not ques-

tion his authorship [4]). His life is
used as an example and a reflection
of the importance of publishing as
an essential strategy in professional
development.

Content

The program attempts to answer
the following questions.

1. Why publish and what for?
Shakespeare is considered the
greatest playwright in the English
language. The reason we know of
his work is because it was not just
played in theatres, but it was also
published. However, his work was
only published eight years after his
death, by two actors from his
company. Five essential reasons
for publishing (while alive!) are:
I. As health care professionals, our
activities (caring for our patients,
teaching, and doing research) form
a virtuous cycle that generates
knowledge (Figure 1).
II. Science is an ever-moving dis-
cipline, evolving through human
activity. Biomedical research aims
at increasing our quality and ex-
pectancy of life.
III. Belonging to our hospital is an
opportunity. The university hospi-
tal is the core of translational
research, applying knowledge to
patient care and developing new
knowledge.
IV. The society of knowledge is
based on the creation and further
diffusion of new information.
V. For the student, it affects ‘‘How
my work is valued.’’

Synthesis: Why and what for to
publish? As one student stated, it is
important ‘‘Because it is both my and
our interest, because it is using an
opportunity provided by our hospi-
tal and because it improves my
curriculum vitae by means of scien-
tific communication of my work.’’
Shakespeare said: ‘‘Strong reasons
make strong actions’’ [King John].

2. Who should publish? Shake-
speare did not have high-degree
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qualifications; he was not an eru-
dite writer but rather an autodi-
dact. Shakespeare learned through
his professional life. He worked in
the theatre as an actor and as a
writer for other actors [5], and thus
learned about written texts, re-
sources, methods, and so on.

For that reason, consider the
types of authorship and author
profiles: We all should publish,
because we can learn and we have
the need to communicate, share,
and make useful the knowledge
that we have acquired through our
professional lives. There are differ-
ent types of authorship. Marušić et
al. in a systematic review estab-
lished different kinds of author-
ship depending on the author’s
involvement [6].

Synthesis: We should share and
be involved in building new knowl-
edge for the development of our
personal curriculum vitae, among
other reasons. Scientific work is
usually produced by means of the
collaboration of several authors,
learning through research and ex-
perience. Shakespeare said: It is not
in the stars to hold our destiny but
in ourselves [paraphrased from
Julius Caesar].

3. Where to publish? Shakespeare
never published anything while
alive. In the sixteenth century,
plays were written to be represent-
ed in the theatre. Shakespeare
worked in several posts in the
Lord Chamberlain’s Men Theatre
Company, finally becoming its
coproprietor. Theatre companies
required royal protection and pa-

tronage; therefore, after the death
of Queen Elizabeth I, the company
became the King’s Men, seeking
King James I’s protection.

For that reason, consider the
characteristics of scientific journals:
When publishing, one should
search for the greatest diffusion
and impact on the professional
community. Scientific journals are
the main tool to broadcast biomed-
ical scientific works, and publishing
in them is highly valued in the
professional curriculum vitae. There-
fore, one should try to publish in a
journal with the best possible rating
on quality, diffusion, and scientific
value. An essential quality indica-
tor of the scientific journal is the
peer-review process, which is con-
sidered the only fair and efficient
way to evaluate scientific works.
The presence of the journal in
databases and repositories (index-
ing) is also important.

Synthesis: Scientific work is
heavy duty work that should be
rewarded by publishing the result-
ing manuscript in the best possible
journal, both in quality and diffu-
sion. ‘‘Destiny is the one shuffling
the cards, but we are the one
playing the game’’ [attributed to
Shakespeare].

4. How to publish? During the
sixteenth century, the author’s
position was precarious. The plays
became property of the company.
The Elizabethan plays that were
eventually published were written
so much later and played so
often that they appeared without
the author’s name. Shakespeare

has not left us any holographic
manuscript.

For this reason, consider copy-
right and the open access (OA)
movement: The author has inalien-
able moral rights and exploitation
or patrimonial rights that are as-
signable. This was the rule gov-
erning scientific publication when
authors sent a manuscript and it
was accepted. The publisher asked
for a signed ‘‘copyright transfer
agreement,’’ through which the
author gave the publisher all ex-
ploitation rights. However, this is
changing. Since the 1990s, the OA
movement establishes two key
routes: ‘‘green route’’ and ‘‘gold
route.’’ The ‘‘gold route’’ involves
publishing in a full open-source
journal or website. Self-archiving
in a repository (‘‘green route’’) is a
concept that is gradually gaining
ground.

This alternative form of publish-
ing will increase in the near future,
so when we are considering sub-
mitting a manuscript to a journal,
it is important to verify the edito-
rial policy regarding authorship
and permission to upload the
paper to a repository.

Synthesis: OA should be part of
our publication culture to preserve
our rights and to improve our
work’s diffusion. Furthermore, this
will help us to adapt to the new
research and evaluation space, in a
world where data and contents
will increasingly be OA published.
‘‘Learning is an appendage of
ourselves; wherever we are, our
learning is also’’ [attributed to
Shakespeare].

5. What to publish? The success of
Shakespeare’s works is partly due
to his knowledge about other
works and his ability to elaborate
on them, enlarging them and con-
textualizing them with his time
and giving them a new life
through his insight.

For this reason, consider the
types of articles and topics pub-
lished in scientific journals: There
are several types of works that can
be published in a scientific journal:
original articles, review articles,
theoretical works, editorials, liter-
ature reviews, case reports, letters

Figure 1
Health care professional activities in a university hospital
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to the editor, and so on. To find out
the new research tendencies in
health sciences, some editors such
as Baiget and Torres-Salinas sug-
gest consulting the Thomson Reu-
ter’s Research fronts through the
free ScienceWatch service [7]. Oth-
er useful resources are the Web of
Science or the Essential Science
Indicators, which help identify
relevant tendencies and emerging
research areas on data supplied
from more than 13,000 journals.
One should also perform a themat-
ic review of the journal to which
the paper is being submitted.

Synthesis: We should consider
which are the most active issues,
judge their originality, and evalu-
ate if our work is in the scope of
the journal we have chosen. It is
useful to consider its lines of
interest, its sections, and the ‘‘in-
formation for authors’’ section.
Shakespeare said: ‘‘Our doubts
are traitors, and make us lose the
good we oft might win by fearing
to attempt’’ [Measure for Measure].

6. When to publish? Five years
before his death, Shakespeare re-
tired to his native town, Stratford-
upon-Avon, and was finally buried
under the Holy Trinity Church
presbytery. He paid a large amount
of money to be buried there, and he
seemed to consider his prestige so
short lasting that, as was usual in his
times, he thought his bones would
be removed from his tomb in order
to reutilize it. Maybe for this reason,
he demanded that the following
epitaph be written on his grave:

Good friend, for Jesus’ sake forbear,
To dig the dust enclosed here.
Blest be the man that spares these

stones,
But cursed be he that moves my

bones.

For that reason, the best moment
to publish is now! Any moment is
good to share our knowledge,
enhance its quality by peer review,
diffuse it, and improve our curric-
ula vitae.

Final synthesis: As discussed in
this paper, and phrasing it in
Shakespeare’ words, publishing is
‘‘to be or not to be, that is the

question’’ [Hamlet]. To this ques-
tion, only oneself can answer.

Discussion

Students are under intense pressure,
so teaching and stimulating research
are very important [8]. Active learn-
ing procedures improve learning
and retention [9]. The author’s con-
ference attendees were delighted to
be introduced to the life of the
famous Shakespeare, and this let us
play with their curiosity to convey
basic information for future authors,
while retaining their interest.

HSLs are ever more involved in
this partner/supporter role in the
institution’s research, and from this
go-between function in the techno-
logical and scientific development
by offering assistance to the profes-
sional’s needs, we are becoming
‘‘scientific entertainers,’’ facilitating
daily scientific work. Scientific en-
tertainers are defined as strategic
figures for a correct function and
development in the medium and
long term [10]. Concerning the en-
tertainer’s function, it should be
stressed that all research stems from
individual learning (practice and
action), and that this is what will
provide answers to and opportuni-
ties for our institutions, our staff, and
our students. HSLs have an excellent
tool for this: their lifelong learning in
order to strengthen the health staff
empowerment, adapting to the sci-
entific context and adding value to
society and to their institutions.

Conclusions

Since its first presentation on Decem-
ber 2013 until July 2014, this lecture
has been given 8 times, for 220
students (103 nursing students, 117
medical students). The attending
students offered a mean evaluation
of 9 on a satisfaction scale from 0–10.

Its acceptance has led to its
inclusion in the introductory teach-
ing for nursing and medical resi-
dents for the next year. The at-
tendees show special interest on
the normalization registries (inter-
national author registries) for new
authors and the information on
OA and its international conse-

quences and implications both in
Spain and abroad. Hopefully, this
will keep them tuned to new
developments, such as the incor-
poration of OA into research data
management.

Although it is still too soon to
evaluate its long-term consequenc-
es, we believe this is promising
work for the library, as a neutral
service providing clinical informa-
tion and promoting the librarian
role to that of a scientific entertain-
er, advising on tools and quality
indicators in the research that is
carried on in the hospital.

Training programs on scientific
publication focus primarily on
how to develop a scientific article
but do not stress the basic culture
of author. To publish and be an
author is a basic role of our future
professionals. Learning about au-
thorship can be done from a library
through its librarians, who manage
research advisory services, and can
provide information about strate-
gic publishing, research profiles,
and alternative publishing models.
The librarian knows the require-
ments, characteristics, and evalua-
tion criteria of the author and
the changes that are developing.
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